ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove that every periodic homeomorphism on a tree-like continuum can be strongly induced on an inverse sequence composed of a certain kind of graph that we call "bellows". We introduce the concepts of "#-graph" of a periodic homeomorphism and of "perfect" homeomorphism. A theorem concerning the parallel inducing of two periodic homeomorphisms having orbit spaces with the same multiplicity structure is also proved. The results are related to conjugacy and to the pseudo-arc.
1. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with the problem of inducing periodic homeomorphisms defined on tree-like continua as inverse limits of homeomorphisms of graphs.
Many interesting examples of such homeomorphisms have been found in the past few years [Br, Lew, T] and most of them have been described as inverse limits. Certainly, this kind of description is very useful in the study of their properties and it results that it is highly desirable to be able to obtain such descriptions in terms of "nice" inverse sequences composed of "nice" spaces.
The purpose of this paper is to establish some criteria to determine when a situation is "nice" and to produce some results along those lines. The search will be oriented towards the study of conjugacy classes of periodic homeomorphisms on tree-like continua and in particular on the pseudo-arc (see [B] ). § §2 and 3 are devoted to developing the machinery to be used in § §4-6. This machinery is an elaboration of the techniques used by Fugate and McLean [FM] .
In §4 we introduce the concept of a "spread cover" of a continuum M with respect to a periodic homeomorphism h. Covers of this type are finite open covers of M, invariant under h and with the property that its elements intersect each other in a convenient way. Theorem 4.13 guarantees the existence of spread covers of arbitrarily small mesh. This allows us to construct, in the case when the orbit space is tree-like, one-dimensional invariant covers having" bellows" (see Definition 2.13) as nerves.
Using a theorem by Kaul [K] , we prove in Theorem 5.3 that every periodic homeomorphism whose orbit space is tree-like can be induced as an inverse limit of homeomorphisms of bellows. Later in §5, motivated by a question by B. Brechner (Question 5.19) , we discuss other forms of inducibility and as a result, the notion of "perfect" homeomorphism is introduced.
§6 is more oriented to the study of conjugacy through a result concerning parallel inducibility of two periodic homeomorphisms on tree-like continua with the same orbit space (Theorem 6.3) .
The relationship between the pseudo-arc and the concepts introduced is closely analyze@ in § §5 and 6, where several questions of interest are posed. Producing answers to these questions would represent an enormous contribution to the study of periodic homeomorphisms on the pseudo-arc.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Beverly Brechner, who supervised his doctoral research.
2. Preliminaries. All spaces are topological metric spaces. By a continuum we mean a connected, compact metric space. DEFINITION 2.
1. An open cover Cill. of a metric space X is a collection Cill = {if;} of open sets of X such that Xc U {if;}. All covers are always understood as minimal, i.e., each element of the cover contains a point of X not contained in any other element of the cover. If V is a subset of X and Cill is a cover, V < G21 means that V is contained in some element of Cill and is read" V refines Cill". Similarly, if '\!is a cover, '\! < Cill, "'\! refines Cill", means that V < Cill for every V E ' Yo We will denote by ' VL ( U) the nerve of U. DEFINITION tree-like (chainable) iff it has covers of arbitrarily small mesh whose nerves are trees (arcs). DEFINITION 2.3. If r is a graph, vrt rand edg r will denote the sets of vertices and edges of r, respectively. The edge between VI and V 2 E vrt r is denoted by (VI' v 2 ) E edg r. Then (vi' v 2 ) refers to the set {VI' v 2 } rather than to the ordered pair (see Remark 2.4). A graph without cycles is a tree whereas a tree without points of order three or above is a chain. All graphs are finite. As topological spaces, graphs are finite one-dimensional simplical complexes.
A continuum is called
REMARK 2.4. When defining a graph r we will often specify edg r by saying (x I' X 2) E edg r iff P( x I' X 2)' where P( x I' X 2) is a certain property of the ordered pair (XI' x 2 ) . What we really mean is (xi' X2) E edg riff P(xp x 2 ) or P(X2' XI).
REMARK 2.5. If K is a finite partially ordered set under a, it can be made into a graph by defining vrt K = K and (XI' x 2 ) E edg K iff XI =1= x 2 , XI a X 2 and XI a X a x 2 implies X = XI or X = x 2 • DEFINITION 2.6. The set of positive integers is denoted by N+ . A set {n, m} C N+ is called divisible iff either n I m or min.
DEFINITION 2.7. A #-graph ("number graph") is a pair (r, a) where r is a graph and a is a function a: r -> N+ . If r is a tree or a chain, it is called a #-tree or a #-chain (see Figure 2 .1). Very often, we will refer only to r whenever a is understood. is divisible iff whenever (a, b) E edg r, the set {a( a), a( b)} is divisible. In this case, r can be partially ordered by x I a X 2 iff (Xl' x 2) E edg rand a(x l)! a(x 2) or Xl < Yl < h < ... < Yk < X2 where (Xl' Yl) ' 
(Yi'Yi+I)' (Yk'X 2) are edges of rand a(x l)!a(YI)!a(h)!"'!a(Yk)!a(x2)'
A divisible #-graph is unitary if a(x o ) = 1 where Xo is unique minimal under the partial ordering. In this case 1 + r denotes the # -graph such that vrt(l + f) = r u {*}, a(*) = 1 and (*, x) E edg(l + r) iff X = Xo (see Figure 2 .1). DEFINITION 2.9. Let M be a continuum. A homeomorphism h: M -.> M is periodic iff there exists an integer n > 0 such that h n( x) = X for all X E M. The period of h is the minimum integer n with the property. Assume now that h is periodic. If X E M, the order of x, ord x, is the minimum positive integer m such that hrn( (Vk;' VI;) 
REMARK 2.14. It is not hard to prove that for a fixed divisible #-graph K, any two K-bellows are isomorphic. Thus we can talk of the K-bellows. DEFINITION 2.15. Let (K, a) be a divisible #-chain and let k, I, m E vrt K be such that (k, I), (I, m) E edg K. We say that the triple k-I-m is a redundancy iff
obtained from (K, a) by eliminating the redundancy k-l-m is the #-chain such that PROOF. Let f = (K, 0') . It is enough to prove that the f-bellows IP and the f'-bellows IP' are homeomorphic, where f' is obtained from f by eliminating one
There are exactly a(m) edges in IP' going from V k to V m , namely, { (V ki ' Vm) PROOF. Use induction on the number of vertices of K. If K has one vertex, the lemma is trivial. PROOF. By Lemma 2.12, one way is clear. So let us suppose that f is connected, unitary and divisible and 0' is monotone. (i+ I mod ,,(x) )' X E f. The function h is a permutation on vrt K that extends by linearity to a homeomorphism h: K -. K. Let n be the maximal element of a(f). Then h is periodic of period n.
By Lemma 2.19 and since f is unitary and connected, K is a tree-like continuum. Now consider fh' In order to prove that f = f h , it is sufficient to prove that
for some x E f and then o US:
Va Vo 
We write ord GIl = n (see Figure 3 .1). 
But this is nothing more than thejth element of GU". 0
There is an obvious connection between lifts and cyclic groups. An n-lift can be identified with Zn where s applications of h correspond to adding the number s modulo n. This way, the consolidations correspond to the quotient groups of Zn(GU,m <-> Zn/Zn/m) and the last lemma derives from the fact that the set of quotients of Zn constitutes a lattice isomorphic to the set of divisors of n.
For the sake of simplicity it is preferable not to invoke this connection and include direct proofs of the results even though they resemble very much the corresponding ones for groups.
Suppose that D; n Q = 0 iff i 0/= j. Then hS(D;) = D;+smod n' Proceed using similar
, this is well defined (see 
But this is exactly {Vk I k == i mod n} which is the i th element of ' \1". D
The necessity of the condition '\I < ql can be easily illustrated as follows: Suppose
PROOF Use the three previous lemmas to prove (i) by means of
Use Lemma 3.7 and (i) to verify (ii) as follows:
Finally, (iii) follows from Lemma 3.6 and part (i). D Standing Notation 3.15. Up to the end of the proof of Corollary 3.23 we will assume that V, V C M h , ~ is an n-lift of V and '\lis an m-lift of V. Also, any time G([ and 'If are related, we will assume (see Remark 3.2) that we have renumbered the elements of the lifts in such a way that Va and Va are also related. For example, if interlock, ~mod II n V; 7"= 0 and so W; n V; 7"= 0.
Case II. m Ip. Then min. Now, if W; n V; 7"= 0 then for some Uk C W;, Uk n V; 
PROOF. This is a consequence of the fact that ':')l(C) --> ':')l(C), the map induced by h, is an isomorphism which is also an isometry.
PROOF. If C is a tree-cover, it is certainly a graph where the vertices are the elements of C and
By the interlocking condition in the hypothesis, K is a divisible #-graph so it makes sense to talk about the K-bellows. Let us verify that ':')l.(C) is indeed the K-bellows. Since C is a tree-cover we can assume that if i> I, C, intersects exactly one ~ with i < i. Give any labeling (cf.
Remark 3.2) to the elements of L( C,) . Label the elements of L( C 2 ) in such a way that the zero-labeled elements intersect. Continue labeling the elements of L( C,)
consistently with the labeling of the elements of the unique L( C), i < i, that it intersects. At the end, the zero-labeled elements of lifts that intersect will intersect. Now recall that ':')l.( C) is a finite simplical complex, a graph, whose set of vertices is U{L(C,)li=l, ... ,n} where L(C')={~"~2""'~Il}' Observe next that (~/, ~k) is an edge of ':'lL(C) iff C, n ~ *' 0 and i == jm~d(min{n" nJ). This is true since L( C,) and L( ~) interlock. But this happens iff (C" Cj) is an edge of C and i ==imod(min{a(C,), a(~)}). Then ':'lL(C) is a K-bellows.
By the previous lemma, C is an invariant cover. The map Ii is defined by the linear extension of the correspondence ~/ --> h( ~/). Since h is a homeomorphism, Ii is an License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use isomorphism. By properly choosing the metric in the nerve (Kaul [K] ), h becomes an isometry. D
The necessity of C being a tree-cover is illustrated by the following EXAMPLE 3.27. Let M be the space shown in Figure 3 .2(a) with h being the period-2 homeomorphism that maps parts labeled with "I" to parts labeled with "2". 4. Round and spread covers. In this section we introduce the concept and prove the existence of a very useful type of invariant cover that allows us to construct invariant one-dimensional covers having bellows as nerves.
The main results of this section are Theorems 4. PROOF. By the choice of (), Definition 3.I(i) is satisfied whereas Definition 3.I(ii) is a consequence of Let us now take a look at Figure 4 .1 to illustrate the concepts just introduced. A glance at Definition 3.4 and Figure 4 .1 (d) is enough to realize that a and b do not interlock, whereas a and c, and band c, do. In Figure 4 .1(e) and (f) we can compare two round covers which are nonspread and spread, respectively.
We want to prove now the existence of spread covers of arbitrarily small mesh. We will do this by indicating how to obtain a spread cover out of a round cov~r of convenient mesh.
The method, contained in the proof of the next lemma, consists in replacing (breaking up) all those T [a] 's that produce misintersections by (into) a round refinement {T[adlk= 1, ... ,IL} with T[akl= U{ZkJ, which does not produce any misintersections (see Figure 4 .2). whatsoever (a is therefore a spread cover) and the lemma is trivially true. Therefore, let us assume that at least for some i, ord a i > l.
We will use finite induction on ord a p over the #-graph fh (cf. Definition 2.11) partially ordered by "i < j iff j Ii". But it may be that there are some misintersections among the a/so Let us now use the induction argument to get rid of those newly-generated misintersections. Initial step. Suppose ord a p is maximal. By Lemma 3.9 ord a p lord a j for all), since a j EB(ap)' But since ord ap is maximal, ord ap = ord a j for all}. This means that for all S and all},
BS(a) intersects only BS(a p ), otherwise dist(BS(a p ), B'l(a p ))
< 8 for some SI' Now suppose that a j misintersects some a k . 
of maximal orders such that VC7T (T[a] ) and VC7T (T[b] ), respectively. Then
T[ a] n T[ b] =1=
0 and since tt is spread, a and b interlock. Then L( V, tP.) and PROOF. Use the previous lemma in conjunction with Lemma 3.26. 0 REMARK 4.19. We can use again Example 3.27 to show the necessity of C being a tree-cover, by noticing that the covers used in that example were a spread cover and its projection. 
L(V,tP) or, equivalently, L(V,S[a]) and L(V,S[b])
( C, a) a divisible # -graph such that a( CJ I ord L( C i • d'). Then ~l( (La( C. Ct. » is the
(C, a )-bellows and h. the map induced by h on U)L (La( C, Cf)). is an isomorphism which is also an isometry.
Observe that Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 are particular cases of the two previous theorems, namely for the case when a( C I ) = ord L( C i • (t). We can then refer in general to La( C, cf ). 
Inducing periodic homeomorphisms. In this section we investigate the conditions
under which a periodic homeomorphism of a continuum onto itself can be induced as the limit of an inverse sequence of homeomorphisms.
We also investigate the kinds of spaces that the resulting inverse sequences are composed of. PROOF. We will follow very closely the proof of Theorem 4 in [K] . For definitions of the concepts used in this proof refer to [K] .
Use the fact that Mh is tree-like and Corollary 4.20 to find an invariant finite open cover 'Yl, of M of mesh less than -! such that 9t(Glt,) is a bellows.
Let k 9t(Glt,) -> 'JL(Glt,) be the homeomorphisms induced by h. Since h is an isometry, we can construct a barycentric map [K, p. 297] , a,: Finally, it is ET-inducible iff it is both E-and T-inducible. Naturally, we have the following QUESTION 5.6. What conditions on M, Mh and h are necessary and sufficient in order for a periodic homeomorphism h to be E-, T-, or ET-inducible? From Corollary 5.4 we see that the existence of invariant bellows-covers of arbitrarily small mesh with homeomorphic nerves implies E-inducibility. Similarly, if these covers are tree-covers we obtain T-inducibility. Of course, in order to obtain T-inducibility M must be tree-like.
A stronger way of inducing periodic homeomorphisms can be described as follows. Recall the definition of the # -graph associated with a periodic homeomorphism (Definition 2.11). DEFINITION 5.7. A periodic homeomorphism h with #-graph f is called (f-) perfect iff it is E-inducible and all the factor spaces in the inverse sequence are either f -bellows or (l + f)-bellows. It is easy to find examples of perfect homeomorphisms for some admissible f (see Definition 2.11) as can be seen from Remark 2.21.
In Figure 5 .1 we have examples of periodic homeomorphisms which are not perfect. All these homeomorphisms share the property of having orbit spaces "not related" to their # -graph. We proceed to introduce this notion more formally. DEFINITION 5.9. Let h be a divisible homeomorphism with #-graph fh. We say that Mh is perfect iff for every e > 0 there exist a cover C of mesh less than e and such that ( C, a c ) = I + ... + fn (see Definition 2.17).
So to speak, Mh is perfect iff it is the" inverse limit of f,/s". Observe how the orbit spaces of the examples in Figure 5 .1 are not perfect.
We want to describe a situation that forces orbit spaces to be perfect.
Standing Assumptions 5.10. In what follows, we will be assuming that M is tree-like, Mh is chainable and that h is a divisible periodic homeomorphism.
Recall from §1 that if h is divisible, then M = U U; liE f h }, F, = F", C F n , C ... eM where fh is the #-graph of h, i.e., fh = {m E Z I m = ord x for some x EM} = {l = n, < n2 < ... < np} and for i E fh' F, = {x lord x divides i} is a continuum. Then Mh = U {1T(F,) liE f h } and 1T(F,) C (F,,) 
where the number of I's appearing is one, if F) is a singleton, or more than one, otherwise.
The rest follows from Lemmas 2.16 and 2.18 and by noticing that the reduced #-chain of (C, aJ is either r h or I + ... + rho 0 DEFINITION 5.14. A sub continuum H of a chain able continuum M is an end-continuum of M iff for every f > 0 there exists a chain-cover C = {C i I i = 1, ... , f.t} of M of mesh less than f such that C) n H =1= 0. Once Mh is perfect, it seems that h can also be made perfect by first lifting every cover C of Mh according to its natural # -graph a c and then applying Theorem 5.13.
However, things do not work so nicely as we can see from the following EXAMPLE 5.17. Consider the continuum M which is the intersection of covers following the pattern shown in Figure 5 .2(a). Consider the period-2 homeomorphism with one fixed point p induced by the period-2 homeomorphisms shown at the bottom of the figure. It is not hard to see that this pair satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.15. Therefore Mh is perfect. The natural # -graph of C takes the value 2 for all elements of C except for the link marked with "a", where it takes the value 1. However, C cannot be lifted properly since there is no possible way of 2-lifting the link marked with "n". This shows that it is important to choose the appropriate sequence of chain covers of M h • Despite this, h is perfect as we can see from the consolidation shown in Figure  5 .2(b). Now, let us look at the modification of this example shown in Figure 5 .4(a). The arrows point to the difference. In this case it is not obvious that h is p<;:rfect since we cannot do a consolidation similar to that of Figure 5 .2(b).
This new example is planar, atriodic and "x-odic" as shown in Figure 5 .4(b), where a consolidation of the type of Figure 5 .2(b) is presented.
It even seems possible that, by defining the embeddings more precisely, the example becomes nonchainable (by forcing it to have positive span [LeD. That would constitute a negative answer to Question 5.16. In [T] , several perfect homeomorphisms on chainable continua were constructed. It was even suggested [T] that there possibly exist perfect homeomorphisms of all possible kinds for the pseudo-arc.
REMARK 5.18. Due to the hereditary indecomposability of the pseudo-arc, every periodic homeomorphism on it is divisible. In addition, its orbit space is alsD a pseudo-arc [R] and therefore it is homogeneous. Then. any proper subcontinuum of it (the orbit space), in particular the projection of the fixed point set, is an end-continuum.
This remark and Theorem 5.15 tell us that the orbit spaces in the case of the pseudo-arc are always perfect.
Therefore, Question 5.16 can be particularized into QUESTION 5.19 (BRECHNER). Is every periodic homeomorphism on the pseudo-arc perfect?
A positive answer to this question would represent tremendous progress in the study of the conjugacy classes of periodic homeomorphisms of the pseudo-arc.
And, of course, we can pose the question in its full generality: QUESTION 5.20. Given any divisible homeomorphism of a tree-like continuum M, does the condition" Mh is perfect" imply that h is perfect?
We conclude this section with two interesting observations. REMARK 5.21. Since the existence of a perfect period-2 homeomorphism on a continuum M makes M chainable, we have that no period-2 homeomorphism on a nonchainable continuum can be perfect.
REMARK 5.22. Any conjugate of a perfect homeomorphism is perfect.
6. Conjugacy. In this section we develop some tools that represent a useful aid in the study of the conjugacy classes of periodic homeomorphisms of tree-like continua and particularly of the pseudo-arc.
In the whole section, hi: MI -> MI and h 2 : M2 -> M2 will denote periodic homeomorphisms on the tree-like continua MI and M 2 . The orhit spaces will he denoted by M h , and Mh2 and 7T 1 : MI -> M h , and 7T 2 : M2 -> M", will denote the projection maps. DEFINITION 6.1. Letf: M h , -> M h , be a map. We say thatf preserves multiplicity or is multiplicity preserving iff mult f( x) = mult x for all x E M" " DEFINITION 6.2. The only thing left to prove is that mesh GDA < E. Fix I ~ i ~ Ik (see Figure 6 .1). By (3), for some fA with 1 < fA ~ Ik and some Since size @' < f, mesh La (C i Ak , 02>A) < f. All we have to do now is to recall that GIlA = La( C Ak , 0?JA) to hav~ mesh 6j)A < f. This concludes the proof. 0 REMARK 6.4. Although the assumption of hI and h2 being divisible was essential in the part of the proof where Theorem 4.24 was applied, it was not necessary in the proof of "mesh 6j)A < f". At first glance one would be tempted to take the inverse limit of the CPj'S and obtain a homeomorphism cP such that the following three-dimensional diagram commutes. Thenjust define 1/;: MI -> M2 by I/; = /3cpa-1 and observe that I/;-Ihzl/; = (/3cpa-I r l h z (/3cpa-l ) = acp-I(/3-lh z /3)cpa-1 = a(cp-I h 2 CP)a-1 = ah1a-1 = hi.
That is, h I and h z are conjugate.
Unfortunately, this is not always possible because in order to induce cP from the cp/s, we need The next example shows a case where this diagram fails to commute. EXAMPLE 6.5. In Figure 6 .2 we display constructions for a case satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 6.3.
In Figure 6 .2(a) we have M I , the 3-to-l Knaster continuum, with a 180 0 rotation as the period-2 homeomorphism h I. Its orbit space is homeomorphic to MI. FIGURE 6.2
In Figure 6 .2(b) we have M2 defined as the intersection of the covers following the pattern shown. Again h2 will be a ISO° rotation. Mh2 is the 3-to-1 Knaster continuum and furthermore, there exists a multiplicity preserving homeomorphism N ow let us consider the particular case of the pseudo-arc. In Remark 5.IS, we saw that every periodic homeomorphism on the pseudo-arc is divisible. Also, since the pseudo-arc is hereditarily equivalent, every subcontinuum of it is either a point or a pseudo-arc.
REMARK 6.7. If h is divisible with fh = {I = n l < n 2 < ... < n p }, then, since Fn p = M, the period of h must be np-Therefore the #-graph of any period-n homeomorphism on the pseudo-arc is of the form fh = {I = n I < n 2 < ... < n p = n }. Since either both 7/'( FII) and 7/'( F?) are degenerate or both are nondegenerate and Mh~ is a pseudo-arc, they are homeomorphic. Let II: 7/'( FII) --> 7/'( F12) be a homeomorphism. Use Theorem 6 of [L] to extend II to 12: 7/'( Fnl,) --> 7/'( F,,~) and then 12 to A: 7/'( F,i) --> 7/'( Fn~) and so on.
--At the end we will come up with the desired multiplicity preserving homeOJporphisml = /p: Mhl --> M h2 • 0
It follows from this theorem that any two periodic homeomorphisms of the pseudo-arc with the same # -graph and with homeomorphic fixed-point sets satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 6.3. Then Question 6.6 can be particularized as follows.
QUESTION 6.9. If two periodic homeomorphisms of the pseudo-arc have the same # -graph and homeomorphic fixed-point sets, are they conjugate?
A positive answer to either question will narrow the number of conjugacy classes of periodic homeomorphisms associated with a specific #-graph to at most two classes.
